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Abstract—In this paper we consider transmit (Tx) and receive
(Rx) beamforming schemes based on the location of the device.
In particular, we propose a design methodology for the Tx/Rx
beamforming weight-vectors that is based on the departure and
arrival angles of the line-of-sight (LoS) path between access-
nodes (ANds) and user-nodes (UNds). A network-centric extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is also proposed for estimating and tracking
the directional parameters needed for designing the Tx and Rx
beamforming weights. The proposed approach is particularly use-
ful in 5G ultra-dense networks (UDNs) since the high-probability
of LoS condition makes it possible to design geometric beams at
both Tx and Rx in order to increase the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). Moreover, relying on the location of the
UNd relative to the ANds makes it possible to replace full-
band uplink (UL) reference signals, commonly employed for
acquiring the channel-state-information-at-transmitter (CSIT) in
time-division-duplex (TDD) systems, by narrowband UL pilots.
Also, employing the EKF for tracking the double-directional
parameters of the LoS-path allows one to reduce the rate at which
UL reference signals are transmitted. Consequently, savings
in terms of time-frequency resources are achieved compared
to beamforming schemes based on full-band CSI. Extensive
numerical results are included using a realistic ray-tracing based
system-level simulator in ultra-dense 5G network context. Results
show that position based beamforming schemes outperform those
based on full-band CSI in terms of mean user-throughput even
for highly mobile users.

I. INTRODUCTION

An explosive growth in the density of wireless cellular
devices is expected during the next 5−10 years. For example,
the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance has
proposed that 5G should support 200 − 2500 connections
within a square-kilometer with 750Gbps/km2 area throughput
and also up to 2000 connected vehicles with 50Mbps per
car downlink (DL) connection [1]. Advanced multiantenna
techniques, including spatial multiplexing and network den-
sification, have emerged as key technologies to meet such
requirements in the near future [2].

Network densification is an effective way of increasing
network capacity, including the mean average throughput of
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highly mobile user nodes (UNds) [3], [4]. Network densifi-
cation also helps reaching other 5G targets, such as <1ms
latencies [5], [6]. However, increasing the density of access-
nodes (ANds) as well as that of users makes inter-ANd inter-
ference a limiting factor to the performance of the network,
specially at sub-6GHz. Coordinated multipoint transmission
and coordinated beamforming schemes may be employed in
order to mitigate inter-ANd interference [7]–[9]. However, the
synchronization and backhaul requirements of such schemes
increase the complexity and cost of ultra-dense networks
(UDNs).

This paper considers the case where both ANds and UNds
are equipped with multiantenna transceivers, thus allowing for
transmit and receive beamforming schemes to be employed
in order to mitigate inter-ANd interference in spatial division
multiplexing. Here, the focus is on connected-car in urban
environments where the UNds may have velocities of around
50km/h. In particular, we propose a scheme where the relative
positions among ANds and UNds are estimated on a sequential
manner, and employed for designing position based transmit
and receive beamforming weight vectors. An extended Kalman
filter (EKF) is proposed for estimating and tracking the (trans-
mit and receive) angles of the line-of-sight (LoS) path needed
for designing the beamformers at the ANds and UNds. Such an
EKF does not assume any common coordinate system between
ANds and UNds, and takes into account possible rotations
of the multiantenna transceiver at the UNd. Moreover, the
proposed EKF can reuse the time-frequency-spatial resources
of the UDN, and further infrastructure is not needed nor
required [10], [11].

The proposed geometric (or position based) beamforming
scheme is compared to the more conventional approach based
on channel-state-information (CSI) at transmitter and receiver
by means of extensive numerical results using a realistic ray-
tracing channel model. In addition to improved performance
in terms of mean user throughput, the proposed position
based beamforming scheme is more efficient in terms of time-
frequency resources than that based on full-band CSI.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
proposed receive beamforming solutions. In Section III, an
EKF is proposed for tracking both transmit and receive angles



needed for designing the position based beamformers. Section
IV describes the realistic simulation tool used for evaluating
the proposed geometric beamforming schemes. Section V
provides extensive numerical results comparing the proposed
positioning based schemes to that based on CSI. Finally,
conclusions and future work are given in Section VI.

II. DOWNLINK TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE BEAMFORMING
FOR ULTRA-DENSE NETWORKS

Let wn,j ∈ CNANd×1 denote the transmit beamforming
weight-vector towards the nth user being served by jth ANd.
Such a weight-vector is designed either based on UL reference
signals transmitted from a single antenna of the multiantenna
transceiver at the UNd or based on the UNd’s position relative
to the ANd. Channel reciprocity is exploited in the former
case. In the latter case, the angles of the LoS paths between
UNds and ANds are used for synthesizing a channel matrix
that is employed for calculating the transmit beamforming
weight-vectors; see the next sections for details and [11] for
an algorithm that estimates the UNd position in the network.

The output of the receive beamforming at the nth (n ∈
{1, . . . , N}) scheduled UNd can be written as [12]

xn = zHn yn, (1)

where zn ∈ CNUNd×1 and yn ∈ CNUNd×1 denote the receive
beamforming weight-vector and the multichannel output of the
multiantenna receiver of the nth UNd, respectively.

DL reference signals need to be employed in case the
receive beamforming weights are determined by the UNd.
Here, we consider the case where the ANds transmit DL
precoded pilots to all scheduled users simultaneously. This is
done in order to reduce the overhead due to DL pilots at the
cost of introducing pilot pollution. The SIMO channel used for
calculating the receive beamforming weights at the nth user
is then

h̃n = Hn,j

N∑
i=1

wi, (2)

where Hn,j denotes the MIMO channel matrix between the
nth user and a transmitting jth ANd. Transmit precoding
vector for ith user is wi. The receive beamforming weight-
vector zn is then a function of h̃n ∈ CNUNd×1.

In case of position-based receive beamforming, DL pilots
are, however, not employed. Instead, the network estimates
and tracks the angles needed for designing both transmit and
receive beamforming weight-vectors. The directional parame-
ters needed for calculating the receive beamforming weight-
vectors are quantized and transmitted to the UNds on a DL
control information (DCI) channel.

The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) experi-
enced by the user n being served by the ANd j (j ∈
{1, . . . ,K}) can be expressed as

SINRn =
Pn,j‖zHn Hn,jwn,j‖2∑N

i=1,i6=n

∑K
k=1 Pi,k‖zHn Hn,kwi,k‖2 + σ2

n

, (3)

where Pn,j denotes the transmit power for precoder wn,j and
σ2
n is the variance of the complex-circular zero-mean white

Gaussian noise at the nth user.

A. Location based Transmit and Receive Beamforming
Downlink transmit beamforming schemes exploiting the

locations of the users relative to the ANd typically employ
a synthesized multi-user multiple input single output (MU-
MISO) matrix comprising the LoS-paths, only. Let ϑn ∈ [0, π]
and ϕn ∈ [0, 2π) denote the co-elevation and azimuth angles
of the kth user relative to the ANd’s coordinate system (the
arrival angles of the UL reference signals), respectively. The
synthesized MU-MISO matrix employed in this paper is given
by

H̃ = [aANdH (ϑ1, ϕ1), . . . ,aANdH (ϑN , ϕN )]T

+ [aANdV (ϑ1, ϕ1), . . . ,aANdV (ϑN , ϕN )]T , (4)

where aANdH (ϑ, ϕ),aANdV (ϑ, ϕ) ∈ CNANd×1 denote the
ANd’s array responses due to an horizontal and vertical
excitation, respectively. Note that (4) assumes equal power
allocation for the two polarizations. The matched-filter (MF)
precoder employed in this paper is then given byWMF = H̃H

while the zero-forcing (ZF) method is WZF = H̃†, where the
superscript {·}† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.

The downlink receive beamforming vectors can be found
in a similar fashion by replacing the angles of the users with
those of the ANds.

B. Employed 5G Frame Structure and Numerology
The frame structure and related numerology used in this

paper is described in [4]. In particular, the transmission time
interval (TTI) length is 0.2ms and each TTI has 42 OFDM
symbols. In each TTI 1 symbol is dedicated for narrowband
UL pilots (also called beacons) and 4 symbols for full-band
UL pilots. The narrowband beacons are used for positioning
purposes (see Section III) while the full-band UL beacons are
employed for acquiring the CSIT. Moreover, the first symbol
of the DL data transmission is used for transmitting full-band
DL precoded pilots in order to allow the user to calculate the
receive beamforming weights.

C. Discussion on Link Adaptation
Receive beamforming can enhance the desired signal and

attenuate interfering signals, if properly designed. However,
receive beamforming introduces an additional challenge for
link adaptation. In particular, the network should be able
to estimate the user-experienced SINR before transmission
in order to be able to assign an optimal modulation and
coding scheme (MCS) for data transmission. In continuous
ultra-dense network (C-UDN) where a central controller is
responsible for the scheduling decisions, it can be assumed
that interfering precoders of at least closest neighbors are well
known. However, it is extremely challenging to estimate the
gain obtained from the user receive beamforming accurately.

As the effectiveness of outer-loop link adaptation (OLLA)
[13] with multi-user multiple input multiple output (MU-
MIMO) was earlier questioned in [5], OLLA algorithm is
not expected to work well if transmission beams are formed
dynamically on every TTI for mobile users. Due to changing
scheduling decisions causing changing radiation patterns of
interferers every TTI supplemented with rather rapid channel
aging, learning algorithms may lag behind. However, when
leakage from closest neighbors is known and receive beam-
forming is utilized, OLLA can be used for fine-tuning link



adaptation behavior towards a desired block error rate (BLER)
target and learning the achievable gain from receive filter
utilized by individual user. This is the approach taken in this
work.

III. TRACKING OF DIRECTIONAL PARAMETERS

In this section, we propose an EKF for tracking the di-
rectional parameters needed in designing both the transmit
and receive position based beamforming weight vectors. The
proposed EKF stems from the work in [14]. However, the
EKF proposed herein is based on the concentrated log-
likelihood function of the radio channel parameters wrt the
path weights [15]. Hence, it is more attractive from a com-
putational viewpoint than that in [14] since only the double-
directional parameters of the LoS path are tracked. Such an
approach is appropriate for designing transmit and receive
beamforming weight vectors based on the relative positions
between UNds and ANds, given that they are in LoS condition.
In fact, the LoS probability in UDNs is typically higher than
0.8 [4]. Such a result follows from the typical inter-site-
distance (ISD) of 50m commonly used in UDNs as well as
the well-known model for the LoS probability in geometry-
based stochastic channel models [16], [17]. We note that the
LoS/NLoS condition of a UNd-ANd link may be determined
based on the Rice factor of the received signal strength, for
example [18]. Next, we propose a network-centric approach
where both departure and arrival angles are estimated and
tracked by the network. A decentralized approach where the
ANd and UNd track the departure of arrival angles of the LoS
path independently follows in a straightforward manner from
the EKF proposed next.

A. Network-centric Approach
In the network-centric approach the ANds estimate and

track the directional parameters for designing the transmit and
receive beamforming weight vectors. A DL control channel
is then required in order to share the directional parameters
for the receive beamforming weight vector with the UNd. In
particular, we rely on similar UL pilot signals (or beacons) that
are commonly used in UDNs for acquiring the CSIT [4], [5].
Such UL beacons are designed in a manner that the MIMO
channel matrix between a UNd-ANd pair can be estimated at
the corresponding ANd. It is important to note that the UL
beacons used for CSIT typically span the entire frequency
band assigned for DL data transmission while the beacons
used for tracking the directional parameters of the LoS-path
may be narrowband. Hence, position based beamforming is
typically more spectral-efficient than CSIT-based beamforming
schemes; see Section V.

Let θ[k] ∈ R8×1 be the state-vector at time-instant k.
The state-vector is given by θ[k] = [µT [k], ∆µT [k]]T

where µ[k] = [ϑANd[k], ϕANd[k], ϑUNd[k], ϕUNd[k]]T and
the corresponding rate-of-change parameters are given in
∆µ[k] = [∆ϑANd[k], ∆ϕANd[k], ∆ϑUNd[k], ∆ϕUNd[k]]T .
Here, the co-elevation and azimuth angles at the ANd (the ar-
rival angles of the UL beacons) are denoted by ϑANd ∈ [0, π]
and ϕANd ∈ [0, 2π), respectively. The corresponding angles at
the UNd (the departure angles of the UL beacons) are denoted
by ϑUNd ∈ [0, π] and ϕUNd ∈ [0, 2π), respectively.

It is important to note that the angles at the ANd and
UNd are given wrt local coordinate systems. Hence, ϑANd 6=

π − ϑUNd and ϕANd 6= ϕUNd + π, unlike when the ANd
and UNd share a common coordinate system. In particular,
the local coordinate systems are defined by the calibration
measurement of the antenna arrays at the ANd and UNd.
Hence, the network-centric approach considered here requires
that the calibration data of the UNd is acquired by the ANd
using an UL control channel. In this paper, the calibration data
of the ANd and UNd are represented by the corresponding
effective aperture distribution functions (EADFs) [15], [19]:

GANd = [GANdH , GANdV ] (5)
GUNd = [GUNdH , GUNdV ], (6)

where the subscripts {·}H and {·}V denote the array responses
due to horizontal and vertical excitations.

We consider the so-called information-form of the EKF
where the observed Fisher-information matrix is employed
instead of the approach based on Kalman-gain matrix [20].
This is achieved by employing the matrix-inversion lemma
to the Kalman-gain expression. The information-form of the
EKF is computationally more efficient than that based on
the Kalman-gain when the dimension of the state-vector is
smaller than that of the measurement-vector. In particular, the
prediction equations of the EKF are given by

θ−[k] = Fθ[k − 1] (7)

P−[k] = FP [k − 1]F T +Q[k − 1], (8)

where F ∈ R8×8, P ∈ R8×8 and Q ∈ R8×8 denote the
state-transition matrix, state covariance matrix and state-noise
covariance matrix, respectively. Both F and Q can be found
from [21, Ch.2] by noting that we have employed a continuous
white-noise acceleration model for the state-dynamics. The
update equations of the EKF are given by

P [k] =
((
P−[k]

)−1
+ J

(
θ−[k]

))−1
(9)

∆θ[k] = P [k]v
(
θ−[k]

)
(10)

θ[k] = θ−[k] + ∆θ−[k], (11)

where J (θ−[k])) ∈ C8×8 and v (θ−[k]) ∈ R8×1 denote the
observed Fisher-information matrix (FIM) of the state-vector
and corresponding score-function, respectively. They are found
by employing the double-directional radio channel model for
the MIMO channel matrix using a single path (the LoS-
path) [15], and concentrating the corresponding log-likelihood
function wrt the path-weights [22]. In particular, the observed
FIM and score-function are given by

J (θ−[k]) =
2

σ2
h

<

{(
∂r

∂θ−T [k]

)H
∂r

∂θ−T [k]

}
(12)

v
(
θ−[k]

)
=

2

σ2
h

<

{(
∂r

∂θ−T [k]

)H

r

}
, (13)

where we have assumed a white measurement noise with vari-
ance σ2

h. Moreover, r = Π⊥(θ−[k])h[k] and Π⊥(θ−[k]) =
I − Π(θ−[k]). Here, h[k] ∈ CNANdNUNd×1 denotes the
estimated MIMO channel matrix after employing the vec{·}
operation. Moreover, Π(θ−[k]) ∈ CNANdNUNd×NANdNUNd

denotes an orthogonal projection matrix, and it is given by



Π(θ−[k]) = A(θ−[k])A†(θ−[k]). Finally, the MIMO steer-
ing matrix is

A(θ−[k]) = [GUNdH , GUNdV ](I2 ⊗ d(ϑUNd, ϕUNd))

⊗ [GANdH , GANdV ](I2 ⊗ d(ϑANd, ϕANd)),
(14)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and d(ϑ, ϕ) denotes a
2-D Fourier vector; see [15], [19] for details where convenient
expressions for the derivatives in (12) can also be found.

We note that MIMO channels of practical interest typically
comprise many specular and diffuse components; see [15]
and Section IV-C. The simplified MIMO channel model used
by the EKF proposed in this section is motivated by the
typical Rice-factor of 10−20dBs in UDNs [16], [17], and the
computational simplicity of the resulting algorithm. Section
V shows by means of extensive numerical results that the
proposed EKF has a good tracking performance in realistic
channels despite exploiting a simple model for the MIMO
radio channel.

B. Initialization of the EKF
The proposed EKF may be initialized as follows. Initial

estimates of the state-vector may be found by maximizing the
correlation function in [15, Ch.5]. A computationally efficient
implementation of such a correlation function based on FFTs
is given in [19]. An initial estimate of the state-covariance
matrix can be found by evaluating the inverse of the observed
FIM at the initial estimate of the state-vector.

IV. SIMULATION MODEL

Details of the utilized dynamic 5G time-division-duplex
(TDD) system-level simulator are provided in this section.
Both UL beaconing and DL are simulated with a TTI res-
olution. Details of the simulated frame structure can be found
in Section II and [4].

A. Simulation Scenario
The scenario considered in this work is the same as that used

in [4]. In particular, the simulation map is based on METIS
Madrid Grid [23] as illustrated in Fig. 1. On the map 43 ANds
are placed in the edges of pavements of vehicular streets. In
the highway and pedestrian street, ANds are placed in the
middle of the street. The resulting inter-site distances varied
from 21.6m to 65m. Table I includes further details on the
parameters used in the simulations.

B. Scheduling, Beamforming, Link Adaptation, and Channel
Estimation

Used scheduling principles are based on [5]. In simulated C-
UDN concept the ANds are assumed to be centrally controlled
by an access mobility controllers (AMCs), which take care of
handover procedures and information sharing between ANds.
Best serving ANd is selected for each user based on beacon
measurements. Hence, scheduling of time, frequency and
spatial resources for each ANd is done in parallel, but it is as-
sumed that, due to overlapped AMC control areas, interference
leakage caused by MU-MIMO precoders of neighboring ANds
can be used within interference leakage sharing radius from the
perspective of each ANd. Consequently, after scheduling, in
the link adaptation phase such interference leakage estimation
is used for estimating the SINR of each scheduled user. To

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Simulation scenario METIS Madrid Grid [23]
Carrier bandwidth Unpaired 200 MHz
Center frequency 3.5 GHz
Modulation scheme OFDM
Channel model METIS map-based model [16]
CSI beacon scheduling Beacons: round robin in CSI age order with

25m CP compensation distance [5]
250m beacon reuse distance [5]

Data scheduling MT w/ rate CSI age weighting [5]
Link Adaptation Inner and outer loop
Traffic model Infinite buffer
User nodes 1000 per km2

UNd velocity 0km/h, 50km/h
Network 43 ANds
(Synchronous) 20 TX ant./ANd

5m antenna height
4 RX ant./UNd
(λ/2-separation of antennas)

TX array model Circular array with 3GPP dual-polarized
patch antennas [17]

RX array model Circular array with cross-dipoles
ANd TX power budget 23 dBm
UNd TX power 10 dBm
CSI Estimated from full-band (CSI) UL beacons

using LSE
Position based 2 degree static error added to both azimuth
RBF angles and elevation

Provided within DCI with integer values
EKF for directional Using narrowband (single-subcarrier) UL/DL
parameters beacons with frequency-hopping
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Fig. 1. Considered C-UDN deployment scenario with 43 ANds, illustrated
by green dots. ANds are placed at the edges of pavements of ordinary streets.
On the pedestrian street and highway ANds are located at the center of the
street. Users are illustrated by red circles.

learn the gain obtained from receive beamforming, OLLA
is used; see Section II. It is assumed that additional delay
caused by scheduling and link adaptation is 2 TTIs. Therefore,
network cannot use the latest CSI measurements. To mitigate
CSI aging and pilot contamination, CSI beacons are scheduled
in round robin manner in CSI age order in a way that 250m
Euclidean distance between interfering beaconing users is
maintained.

C. Ray Tracing Model
In this study, radio channel characteristics such as pathloss,

slow fading and fast fading are modelled using METIS map-



based channel model described in [16]. The model utilizes
ray tracing principles using 3D geometric description of the
propagation environment and virtually moving random point
scatterers. The radio channel between transmitter and receiver
is composed of multipath components based on diffractions
and reflections. Both the first order and the second order
reflections from walls and ground were modeled according to
[16]. The diffraction model is based on Berg’s model taking
into account corner and rooftop diffractions described in [16].
The benefit of a map-based channel model is that it provides
spatially consistent channel properties that are needed when
MU-MIMO and beamforming techniques are studied together
with user mobility. Spatial consistency guarantees that users
near each other have similar channel characteristics and small
movements do not change channel characteristics significantly.
Stochastic channel models, e.g. 3GPP 3D channel model [17],
cannot model such effects realistically enough.

The complex polarimetric channel impulse response be-
tween receiver antenna element u and transmitter antenna
element s with a true motion is given by

Hs,u(t, τ) =

K∑
k=1

gu,k(t)Thk,u,s(t)e
j2πdk(t)

λ

gs,k(t)δ(τ − τk,u,s(t)), (15)

where variable λ is the wavelength, variable dk(t) is the total
distance of kth multipath in meters at time t and variable K
is the total number of multipath components. Vectors gu,k and
gs,k are polarimetric antenna patterns of the receiver element
u and transmitter element s. The 2×1 pattern vectors contain
antenna patterns for vertically and horizontally polarized fields
depending on the used frequency and the corresponding arrival
and departure angles for azimuth and elevation direction of
the kth multipath component at time t. The 2×2 polarization
matrix hu,s,k is an element-wise product of path segment
matrices hk,i,u,s given by

hk,u,s(t) =
λ

4π

Ik∏
i=1

hk,i,u,s(t)F
k,i
u,s. (16)

The 2×2 complex segment matrices contain an additional at-
tenuation from ith interaction (reflection, diffraction or scatter-
ing) of the kth multipath component. Variable δ(τ −τk,u,s(t))
is the delta function for impulse response for different multi-
path delays τk,u,s as the channel evolves in time. Divergence
factors F k,i

u,s are described in [16] for different interaction
types. The divergence factor scales the hk,i,u,s(t) according
to segment distance e.g., in case of LoS the divergence is d−1k,i
which would correspond to free space loss in (16). It is worth
noting that if a path contains diffraction then hu,s,k is derived
from the Berg’s fictitious distance with F k,i

u,s being 1.
Virtually moving scatterers are modelled introducing addi-

tional multipath specific Doppler shift component ωobj
k for

those path segment matrices that involve scattering from
moving objects.

hobj
k,i,u,s(t) = hk,i,u,s(t)e

jtωobjk (17)

The variable ωobj
k is calculated from the scattering object

speed (3 m/s in this study) and angle difference between path
azimuth of arrival and scattering object direction of movement
(fixed to 0 degrees in this study).
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SINR mismatch of
scheduled users moving 50km/h velocity. Here SINR mismatch refers to
the difference between SINR estimation used for link adaptation without
OLLA and actual received SINR for different interference leakage information
sharing radii.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, reasoning for proposed link adaptation coop-
eration for UDNs utilizing MU-MIMO is provided. Moreover,
results from extensive simulation studies of proposed EKF as
well as of the transmit and receive beamforming schemes are
provided.

A. Link Adaptation Cooperation
In Fig. 2 SINR mismatches (i.e. difference between esti-

mated and actual SINRs) with zero-forcing (ZF) and matched
filter (MF) precoding for different interference leakage sharing
radii are shown without OLLA. This study suggests that
the close-to-optimal interference information sharing radius is
around 100m for considered C-UDN network since in that
point the SINR mismatch start to saturate. Further, sensi-
tiveness of dynamic scheduling, especially with ZF, can be
seen in a way that if ANd is doing scheduling and link
adaptation independently, then link adaptation is not able to
estimate SINR properly due to channel aging and varying
scheduling decisions for every TTI. Moreover, in case of ZF,
precoders formed by single ANd are not expected to interfere
with each other. Hence, without adding inter-ANd interference
effect, estimation will be too optimistic. Therefore, in rest
of the simulation results the close-to-optimal 100m leakage
sharing radius is used. Since effect of channel aging and
receive beamforming gain cannot be obtained without user
measurements and CSI reporting, OLLA is used for fine-tuning
SINR estimations further to reach desired 10% BLER target.

B. Performance of the Proposed EKF
Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of the network-centric

EKF proposed in Section III. For these results, we considered
a UNd moving on the Madrid grid illustrated in Fig. 1 with
varying velocity (20− 50km/h). The coordinate system of the
circular array at the UNd is different from that of the ANds
by a rotation of 20◦ in the xy-plane. However, such a mis-
match is unknown to the network-centric EKF. Moreover, the
orientation of the circular array at the UNd changes according
to its route, such as in turns. The departure and arrival angles
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Fig. 3. Performance of proposed EKF in terms of median angular error
(in degrees) as a function of the transmission rate of narrowband (single-
subcarrier) UL reference signals. An accuracy well below 2◦ is achievable
for all directional parameters.

tracked by the proposed EKF are given wrt the coordinate
systems of the ANd and UNd, respectively. This follows from
using the calibration data of the ANd’s and UNd’s antenna
array. The results in Fig. 3 show that an accuracy well below
2◦ is achievable for all directional parameters. Hence, in the
numerical study given in the next section (Section V-C) we
take a conservative approach and employ a fixed angular error
of 2◦ for all directional parameters.

C. Performance of the Proposed Transmit and Receive Beam-
forming Schemes

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the performance of CSI-based and
position-based beamforming schemes in terms of mean user-
throughput. Stationary users and users moving at 50km/h have
been considered. The figures also illustrate the effects due to
pilot overhead caused by full-band reference signals needed
in CSI-based beamforming schemes. Position-based beam-
forming schemes do not require full-band reference signals:
narrowband (single-subcarrier) pilots suffice.

Results show that the ZF and MF beamforming schemes
have similar performance in the considered scenario. This
can be explained by the large amount of available degrees-
of-freedom at the ANds compared to the amount to served
users. For stationary users, the slightly better performance
of ZF compared to MF follows from the greater inter-
beamformer interference mitigation capability of the former.
Results also show that a significant improvement in perfor-
mance is achieved by employing transmit and receive beam-
forming schemes compared to the transmit-only beamforming
case.

Moreover, the results in Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that position-
based receive beamforming schemes outperform those based
on full-band CSI. The reason is threefold. Firstly, the EKF
makes it possible to design receive beamformers in a way that
the corresponding beams are directed towards the dominant
LoS path with small angular errors. Secondly, in case of chan-
nel based receive beamforming, the precoded DL (full-band)
pilots are transmitted simultaneously in order to minimize the
control channel capacity. Hence, DL pilot contamination de-
grades the performance of channel based receive beamforming
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Fig. 4. Performance of CSI and position based beamforming schemes in terms
of mean user-throughput with stationary users. Transmit-only beamforming
(BF) with a single antenna at the receiver as well as transmit and receive
beamforming (RBF) schemes are considered. Effect of utilizing unused
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color. Position-based receive beamforming schemes outperform those based
on DL CSI.
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Fig. 5. Performance of CSI and position based beamforming schemes in
terms of mean user-throughput with users moving at 50km/h. Transmit-only
beamforming (BF) with a single antenna at the receiver as well as transmit
and receive beamforming (RBF) schemes are considered. Effect of utilizing
unused wideband DL/UL pilot symbols for data transmission is illustrated
with gray color. Position-based schemes, especially the MF precoder, were
able to maintain their performance without notable loss when compared to
the stationary case.

schemes. Finally, in case of transmit beamforming, position
based precoding schemes outperform those based on CSI only
when the symbols used for acquiring the full-band CSIT are
employed for data transmission.

SINR distributions of scheduled users are shown in Fig.
6. It can be seen that rather large gain can be obtained with
multi-antenna receiver capable of receive beamforming when
compared to single antenna receivers. SINR distribution also
shows that with ZF more uniform throughput distribution can
be achieved due to better interference cancellation capabilities.

It was observed from simulation results that receive beam-
forming did not have a significant effect on usage of the
available degrees of freedom. However, transmission precoder
selection had the effect shown in Fig. 7. In particular, with
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position based transmit precoders utilizing ZF precoding ∼
22% fewer users were able to schedule successfully. Since
network was tracking user positions, also serving ANd was
selected based on Euclidean distance between user and ANd.
Hence, regardless of high probability of LoS connection, Los
condition is not quaranteed in such distance based association
process. Due to this some users were in non-LoS position
to serving ANd. Therefore it was more probable with error
sensitive ZF precoding, that the received SINR was insufficient
even for the lowest MCS, if user was around the corner and
precoder was designed only for LoS path.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Transmit and receive beamforming can greatly improve the
performance of UDNs. Estimating and tracking the location of
the users relative to the ANds, and employing such directional
parameters for designing the beamforming weights was shown
to be an effective solution for improving the mean user-
throughputs, given that a LoS condition is available. Such
improvements are particularly relevant since the overhead due

to full-band UL reference signals on the frame structure can
be reduced significantly.

The proposed position based beamforming scheme is also
expected to provide improvements to the battery consumption
of the user devices compared to traditional approaches that
are based on full-band UL pilots. This is due to the em-
ployed narrowband UL reference signals and the possibility of
tracking the directional parameters needed for designing the
beamforming weights. Finally, position based beamforming
schemes may also be used for increasing the control channel
capacity by sending dedicated control information to spatially
separated users.
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